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MAGNETOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF X30Cr13
CONSTRUCTIONAL STEEL IN RAYLEIGH REGION
Maciej Kachniarz* ─ Roman Szewczyk**
In the paper results of the investigation of magnetoelastic properties of X30Cr13 constructional steel in Rayleigh region are
presented. Digitally controlled measurement setup utilizing hydraulic press for applying mechanical stresses is described and
methodology of measuring magnetic hysteresis loop in Rayleigh region is discussed. On the basis of the obtained magnetoelasti c
characteristics, mathematical model of the investigated phenomenon is determined, including polynomial equations describing
changes of initial magnetic permeability and so called Rayleigh coefficient depending on the value of applied mechanical stre ss,
which allows to simulate shape of the Rayleigh hysteresis loop under given value of mechanical stress. Obtained modeling results
show high compatibility with experimental data, which indicates that determined model can be used to simulate influence of mechanical stress on the magnetic properties X30Cr13 constructional steel in Rayleigh region. This allows to suppose that similar
models can be developed for other constructional ferromagnetic materials.
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magnetization process occurring due to elastic deflections of the Bloch domain walls. The second order part of
Steel is one of the most commonly utilized construcRayleigh law describes irreversible magnetization resulttional materials. This creates a great need for methods of ing from translations of the Bloch domain walls caused
monitoring the state of the steel material working under
by imperfections in the crystalline structure of the matestresses, mostly for safety reasons. This need can be ful- rial [5]. The irreversible magnetization process results in
filled by using non-destructive testing (NDT) methodol- occurrence of magnetic hysteresis phenomenon in Rayogy based on magnetoelastic Villari reversal effect [1]. leigh region. Unlike in near-saturation region, hysteresis
The major obstacle in application of this method in inloop in Rayleigh region (Rayleigh hysteresis loop) has
dustrial conditions is lack of knowledge about magnetoelenticular shape, as it is composed of two parabolic
lastic properties of constructional ferromagnetic materi- curves of which one is upper, decreasing branch of the
als like steel, especially in low magnetizing fields.
loop given with the equation:
Rayleigh region is the first part of the initial magneti
B ( H )  0 [( i   R H m ) H  R ( H m2  H 2 )]
(2)
zation curve, where ferromagnetic material is subjected
2
to the low magnetizing fields [2]. Due to low, easy to where Hm is amplitude of the magnetizing field, and the
obtain magnetizing fields, Rayleigh region seems to be
second one is lower, increasing branch:
very interesting from the point of view of non-destructive

B ( H )  0 [( i   R H m ) H  R ( H m2  H 2 )]
(3)
testing methods based on magnetoelastic effect [3, 4].
2
The intersection points of this two parabolic curves are
2 THEORY OF RAYLEIGH REGION
the vertices of the Rayleigh hysteresis loop.
As it was previously reported, magnetoelastic Villari
Term Rayleigh region refers to the first part of the
effect is also observable in Rayleigh region [6], which
initial magnetization curve, where magnetizing filed actcreates a possibility to utilize this phenomenon in NDT
ing on the material is relatively low [2]. For each materimethod of stress assessment in steel constructions. Imal the range of magnetizing field’s values considered as
portant aspect of studies on the Villari reversal effect in
Rayleigh region is different, depending on its ferromagRayleigh region is also modelling of the magnetomenetic properties, especially coercive field Hc. In this rechanical properties of ferromagnetic materials. Most of
gion, initial magnetization curve is described by second
models developed so far is focused on high magnetizing
order equation with two material parameters: initial relafields in near saturation region [7-9]. Jiles-Atherton
tive permeability μi and Rayleigh coefficient αR [2]:
model, expanded with the influence of magnetomechaniB ( H )   0  i H   0 R H 2
(1) cal effect was adapted for the Rayleigh region [10], but
where B is magnetic flux density, H is magnetizing field obtained results exhibited significant differences from
and μ0 is vacuum magnetic permeability. Presented equa- experimental data. In this paper much simpler model is
tion is known as Rayleigh law and describes the first, presented, based on polynomial equations describing
parabolic part of the initial magnetization curve [2]. Lin- mechanical stress dependence of material parameters in
ear part of the equation (1) is connected with reversible
equation (1).
1 INTRODUCTION
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3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For performed experiment, special frame-shaped
samples of investigated X30Cr13 steel and digitally controlled measurement system were developed allowing to
measure magnetic parameters of the material under mechanical stress.
3.1 Investigated material
The investigated material was X30Cr13 ferromagnetic constructional steel utilized mostly in energetic industry as material for turbines elements. It is martensitic
corrosion resistant alloy steel with addition of chromium
(about 12-14%) [11].
For the experiment, investigated material was formed
in special frame-shaped sample, presented in Fig. 1. This
shape allowed to obtain closed magnetic circuit in the
material (reduction of the influence of demagnetizing
field) as well as nearly uniform distribution of applied
mechanical stress in the sample.

Fig. 2. Schematic block diagram of the measurement system

HB-PL30 system contains magnetizing waveform
generator composed of sinusoidal voltage waveform generator and voltage to current converter. Generated magnetizing waveform is applied to the magnetizing winding
of the investigated sample. Changes of the magnetizing
field results in changes of the voltage induced in the
sensing winding, which is measured by the fluxmeter
built into HB-PL30 system. The system is controlled by
the PC, which also acquires and processes measurement
data.
Oil hydraulic press is used to generate mechanical
stress in the investigated sample. To convert compressive
force applied with the press to tensile force acting on the
sample, special force reversor was designed, presented in
Fig. 3. Value of the force applied with the press is measured by the precise for sensor and then converted into
value of applied tensile stress.

Fig. 1. Frame-shaped sample designed for the experiment

In order to measure magnetic characteristics of the
material, on the columns of the sample two sets of windings were made: 40 turns of magnetizing winding and
200 turns of sensing winding. Relatively large number of
sensing winding results from low values of magnetic flux
density in Rayleigh region. Both sets of windings were
made on non-magnetic pads protecting the wire form
breaking while sample changes its dimensions under the
influence of applied mechanical stress.
3.2 Measurement system
For the investigation special measurement stand was
developed composed of digitally controlled system for
magnetic materials investigation HB-PL30 and stress
generation setup. Schematic block diagram of the measurement system is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Force reversor used in the experiment: 1 – upper
bar, 2 – moving bar, 3 – frame-shaped sample, 4 – cylindrical column, 5 – sample holder, 6 – reversor base

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND MODELLING
During the investigation frame-shaped sample of
X30Cr13 steel was subjected to the tensile stress σT in
the range from 0 to 575 MPa, where sample started to
break. For each value of the applied stress hysteresis
loops were measured for amplitude of magnetizing field
Hm from 50 A/m to 450 A/m, which corresponds to the
Rayleigh region for investigated steel. As a result, family
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of Rayleigh hysteresis loops depending on the value of σT
for each value of Hm was obtained. Exemplary family of
selected Rayleigh hysteresis loops for Hm = 450 A/m is
presented in Fig. 4.

was fitted with second order polynomial equation of general form
Bm  aHm2  bHm  c

(4)

where a, b and c are coefficients of the equation. Comparing obtained equations with equation (1) allowed calculating values of the Rayleigh coefficient αR and initial
relative permeability μi for each value of applied compressive stress σT:
a
R 
(5)
0

i 

b

(6)
0
As a result of this operation, characteristics of αR and
μi depending on the value of tensile stress σT were obtained, which are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. Family of selected Rayleigh hysteresis loops of
X30Cr13 constructional steel for Hm = 450 A/m

For all values of applied tensile stress σT, Rayleigh
hysteresis loops maintain their lenticular shape. For initial values of σT, from 0 to 150 MPa, surface area of Rayleigh hysteresis loop is growing, as well as basic magnetic parameters: maximum magnetic flux density Bm, coercive field Hc and remanence Br. After σT = 150 MPa,
which is Villari reversal point for X30Cr13 steel, surface
of the loop and values of Bm, Hc, and Br are constantly
decreasing up to rupture point σT = 575 MPa.
Figure 5 presents selected magnetoelastic characteristics Bm(σT) for investigated steel. As it can be seen, Villari reversal point at σT = 150 MPa is clearly observable.

Fig. 5. Selected magnetoelastic characteristics Bm(σT) of
X30Cr13 constructional steel

On the basis of the obtained results, Bm(Hm) characteristics for all values of applied tensile stress σT were
designated. For each value of σT, Bm(Hm) characteristic

Fig. 6. The tensile stress σT dependence of Rayleigh coefficient αR for of X30Cr13 constructional steel

Fig. 7. The tensile stress σT dependence of initial permeability μ i for of X30Cr13 constructional steel

Both resultant characteristics were fitted with polynomial curves of fourth order, which ensured high value
of determination coefficient R 2, which is 0.996 for αR and
0.971 for μi. As a result, system of two equations describ-
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ing changes of material parameters under the influence of
tensile stress σT was obtained:

 R ( T )  2.27  10 11 T4  3.59  10 8 T3  1.93  10 5 T2 
3.48  10 3 T  0.114

which indicates that presented model is correct and there
is strong correlation between modelling results and experimental data.

(7)
5 CONCLUSION

i ( T )  5.18  10 9  T4  6.86  10 6  T3  2.77  10 3 T2 

Presented magnetoelastic characteristics of X30Cr13
(8) constructional steel show significant correlation between
3.61  10 1 T  89 .9
applied tensile stress and magnetic properties of the maObtained equations allow to determine values of material. For the first time stress dependence of Rayleigh
terial parameters αR and μi for given value of tensile coefficient and initial relative permeability of construcstress σT from the range 0 – 575 MPa. When values cal- tional steel were determined.
culated from the equations (7) and (8) are substituted to
As a result of performed measurements and calculathe equations (2) and (3), it is possible to model shape of
tions, simplified model for technical applications dethe Rayleigh hysteresis loop for given value of σT in the scribing magnetoelastic properties of X30Cr13 steel in
material.
Rayleigh region was obtained. Presented model is charIn order to validate correctness of the presented modacterized by high compatibility between results of modelel, the results of modelling were compared with measling and experimental data. It is also very simple and can
urement data for three validation points of σT value. In be easily utilized in technical applications, especially in
every point of σT results were compared for three values magnetoelastic-based methodology of non-destructive
of amplitude of magnetizing field Hm. The measured testing.
data were the result of investigation of identical sample
However, presented model is only simplified techof X30Cr13 steel treated as a validation one. The exem- nical description. Full understanding of the discussed
plary result of validation is presented in Fig. 8.
phenomenon requires further works involving development of more complex physical model taking into account processes occurring in the domain structure of the
material subjected to mechanical stress.
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Fig. 8. Results of validation of presented model for
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